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Repairs guaranteed by the manufacturer.
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First of all, I suppose that I should let you know
that, as from the June issue, this magazine will
have a new editor. Who? You may ask. Well,
there's the rub... I don't know! So if you feel
the urge to display your journalistic talents and
hold the hearts and minds of fifteen-hundred
hang glider pilots in the palm of your hand,
now's your chance. Imagine the adulation heaped
on you by your fellow pilots when you leap in to
fill the breach left by this uncaring cad deserting
his post mid-term! Why, you'll probably go down
in the Hang Gliding Hall of Fame!
But seriously, if you would be interested in taking over the editorship of this unique magazine,
please feel free to contact me, or any of the
H.G.F.A. committee members.
I, for one, will
be eternally grateful.
Now, down to business.
Since the publication of the "Epistle of St.
Martin" (H.G.F.A. report, Dec. SKYSAILOR), we
have been besieged by complaints, queries and exclamations of dismay from pilots terrified by the
prospects of having to justify their ratings by going flying. Unfortunately, most of this consternation seems to have been caused by total misinterpretation of Martyn's good words. Because
of this, I'm afraid this editorial is going to be a
bit long. I'm sorry for once again wasting valuable cartoon space with "long winded, selfperpetuating arguments" but just think how I
feel - I've got to write the bloody thing.
In 1977, when the present rating system was designed, the "state-of-the-art" in hang gliding was
very different to the situation today.
There
were perhaps fifty pilots in the whole country
who had been flying for more than three or four
years. These pilots were naturally considered to
be the "Gods" of flight. I remember watching in
wonder at their incredible skill in being able to
top-land, do 360's at will, and launch from sheer
cliffs. Now this may seem a little far-fetched
these days but, having been lucky enough to have
started flying in 1975, I can assure you that this
was exactly how it was. As the ability to do
360's, top land and launch from sheer cliffs
represented the pinnacle of hang gliding achievement, these skills defined the "Advanced" rating.
They still do.
In June 1977, the world cross-country distance
record was set at 47.2 miles.
Lack of knowledge, both in hang glider design and in flying
techniques, meant that only the "crazies" would
even consider flying in the types of conditions
which make 100 miles-plus flights possible.
A
few weeks ago, Mark Newland flew 212 miles in
a single flight.
Tasks requiring flights of 100
miles or more are now often being set in competitions.

gecause the standard of our present "top" rating,
the P.R.4, has not been substantially improved
since 1977, the variations in the level of expertise of P.R.4 pilots is enormous and safety officers at difficult sites such as Buffalo are placed
in an impossible position when trying to assess a
visiting pilot's ability to handle the conditions.
Despite the numerous attempts over the years to
repair our increasingly unsuitable rating system,
the fact remains that its structural rigidity and
operational obsolescence are now doing serious
damage to the future advancement of our skills.
The new system is based on the realisation that
most pilots in Australia are weekend, recreational
pilots, who prefer to fly a limited number of local sites. The flexibility of the system means
that, on gaining the first rating, the recreational
pilot will be able to concentrate on developing
the flying skills appropriate to his or her area
without having to travel hundreds of miles to
find cliff launches, top landing areas or whatever
is needed to attain the next step on the rating
ladder. The de-emphasis of thresholds, in favour
of a "logged experience", task-oriented system
will enable safety officers to gauge visiting
pilots' current level of airmanship by a quick
appraisal of the flying task check list in the
front of the log book.
For those enthusiasts who wish to further their
skills past those of the average recreational
pilot, the second and third levels of the new system will offer unprecedented direction and challenge.
Together with a number of specialised
endorsements, the three ratings will encompass
the full range of flying skills and, as hang gliding
continues to grow in scope in the years to come,
the new system's "open plan" flexibility will
allow new skills and procedures to be added.
From the objections and comments received so
far, many of which are printed in this issue, the
arguments against the proposed changes seem to
centre on two major areas.
The first is the
claim that the present system works fine, so why
change it? Well, as any safety officer worth his
salt knows, the present system is not working
well enough. For the re asons already outlined,
the present system is becoming a costly and potentially dangerous embarrassment to the hang
gliding community. But even if it did work, this
would not preclude the possibility ofa better system being developed. After all, SKI's and Midi
Stingers "worked". but how many people would
fly them these days?
Despite the fact that
these gliders "worked", and still do, new designs,
based on what we learned along the way, have
taken over and "work" much better.

The purpose of the "minimum flying hours" requirement is · to ensure that all pilots holding th e
second and third ratings are, at the time of conversion, currently active pilots who . are flying
more than the average pilot. The only realistic
alternative would be to re-test each and every
pilot, and this would cause an even greater outcry and take years to complete.
A.s the new
"top" rating (as yet unnamed) will require a much
higher standard than the present p.R.4, a straight
conversion would be sel f defeating.
All in all, the new system represents a significant landmark in our approach to safety. The
present system;
which was largely borrowed
from the American system, has had its day and
has served us moderately well. But don't be surprised if, in the next few years, we see the
Americans and the British borrowing our new
system for their own pilots.
THE DEATH OF DAN RACANELLI
On Saturday,
18th.
January, Dan Racanelli
received a fatal electric shock after landing to
assist a fellow pilot who had landed in power
lines. As yet, I have received only sketchy reports on the circumstances of the accident and
I don't propose to comment on it at this time.
In fact, It's difficult to know just what to say.
When Dan arrived in Australia from the United
States, he brought with him a substantial reputation as one of the finest aerobatlc and freestyle
pilots the world has yet seen. During his short
stay in Australia, he not only justified that reputation, but enhanced it amongst all who were
lucky enough to see him fly. The precision and
grace with which he performed his art will live
in the memories of all who saw him as a lasting
testament to his three thousand hours of dedication to a sometimes unfashionable discipline.
His untimely passing has taken from us not just
another comrade, but a master; one to whom we
could look for inspiration, and he will be sorely
missed. To his family and friends in the Bay
Area Hang Gliding Club, and around the world,
we extend our heartfelt sympathy.

The second major objection is to the "minimum
flying hours" requirement in the conversion from
the old system to the new. First of all, I'd like
to make it totally clear that this requirement is
purely for the purposes of the conversion and
will not be a permanent feature of the new system. There will, of course, be a "minimum flying hours" requirement for new pilots to qualify
for the ratings, but no yearly requirement for
maintenance of ratings.
SKYSAILOR
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WID GEE COMPETITION
Dates: 28th. March
6th. April.

Friday)

to

Sunday,

Entry Requirements:
P .RA or 5, (special compo for P.R.3's),
altimeter, parachute and radio.
Limit
60 pilots.

STANWELL PARK FREESTYLE .
Special Announcement:

Entry Fees:

Due to a lack of wind on the competition

$40.00 - send to Barry Edwards,
Q.H.G.A. Treasurer,
41 Gladewood Drive,
DAISY HILL. 4128

day , the Freestyle has be en pos tponed
a nd will now be held on the first flyable da y between Saturday 8 th. March,

Prizes:
At least $2,000 total prize money.

and Tuesday 11th. March (in cl.). Be cause
of the del ay, entries

(Good

h~ve

An airstrip will be available for towing
and trike flying.

bee n re-opened

and anyone interested in competing should
COASTAL CHALLENGE

send their entry, togeth e r with $30 to:
Venues:

Victorian
sites.

Further
Details:

Rob Van der Klooster, (052) 22 3019
Wesley Hill, (03) 277 7942
See Vic. News section in this issue.

John Coby ,
3a Raymond Rd ,
TH I R~O UL , 25 15.

west

coast

and

Peninsular

no lat e r than Thursday 6th. March.

PUB

WITH NO

BEER

FESTIVAL

FLY-I N

Dates: Easter weekend - 28-31/3/86
(Festival day - 30/3/86)
Venue: Wnip

Mo untain , Bowraville NSW.

(Just 150km
;~ntry l~ eguirements:

bent
En try
Cat

~ orth

of Cundletown!)

P.R.3 or exp o P.R.2,

mind, and a limp.

Fees : Don t
~linding:

Apply

be

Violin

Cun dletovm .
Details :
Cristiaans: (02 ) ,,6 58':-35 ,

Ro n
())"
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Tow tension meters.
"Delux" - with warning buzzer $150 + $5 P & P.
"Economy" - no buzzer $130 + $5 P & P.
Tow Bridles
with low stretch Y'ope $27. 50 + $2.50 P. & P.
plus leader rope, tow rope, weak link twine, etc.
P.O.A.

Learn to tow with ex perienced instructor.

Work s, Craven Way,

Fu rther

D.C. Tow Load

Towing Classes

silly!
Cundletown

TOWING GEAR AND CLASSES

Session 1 - for P. R. 2 & 3 pilots.
Session 2 - for P.R.4 & 5 pilots and pilots who
have completed Session 1.
For bookings and gear phone
(065) 72 4747, or write to:-

Denis

"Phoenix Park,"
Dights Crossing,
Singleton. N.S. W. 2330

Cummings

~:-e y:~£/
tJc~t:)t:)/ ~ Aa~ /~?4~
B

Laltokl

Rd

Terrey

Hills,

2084.

The FREE FLIGHT school
Is able to give
you the p i l o t . the vvlde choice of
equ I prnent you deserve ~Jl.JS t
loak at t t ) O range!

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA PTY, LTD. ~~

. MPJ.

Enterprise Wings

FOIL

GYRO 2

GTR, MARS

I nc I. brands sLich as A F RO,
BALL. LINDSAY RUDDOCK,
HALL &
L I TEK (Hurnrn I ngb i rd).

Tt)6 FREE FL I GHT schoo I simp I y
0 ff~~rs
of per·sons I, pr"o fess I ona I serv I ce 8.. t ·he
on tt)e GLIDEI' "{ of yc..')UR CHOICE: .
AI-range

Ask

for

a

for:
FORREST

test

flight

novv.

PARK"§h 02

bes t
bes t d A H I
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A.N.O. 95.8
- An End to the "Never Ending Story"
When looking back through the last six or seven
years of the archives of SKYSAILOR it is difficult not to wonde:. with what this magazine
would have filled its pages had it not been for
the seemingly endless saga of A.N.O.95.8. Editor
after editor has slept sounder in the knowledge
that, even if nobody writes to SKYSAILOR for
a whole month, the latest instalment in our
struggle to obtain some degree of sanity in
our
airspace restrictions could always be slotted in
to keep the covers apart. It is now my meloncholy duty to inform you t;hat this inexhaustable
fountain of news has, through one fell swoop of
a bureaucrat's pen, finally run dry.
While this news will, no doubt, be greeted with
enthusiasm by some, it would be wise to ponder
on some of the unforseen consequences of the
change. Imagine, for instance, the disorientation
and helplessness felt by the H.G.F.A. committee
when we realise that the meaning has suddenly
vanished from our lives. Soon a small group of
gaunt faced, vacant eyed individuals may well be
seen wandering the hilltops of this great land,
muttering,
"Whaddawegonnadonow?",
"Whaddawegonnadonow"?
And think of the poor old "Mile High Club", that
dedicated group of airmen who have mastered
the art of being rude and hypoxic at the same
time. How will they adapt to the sudden dramatic increase in air traffic above 300 ft? What
will be the consequences of thousands of pilots
suddenly peering from the windscreens of their
aircraft? The questions are endless!
But seriously, after years of requesting, debating,
pleading and plotting, the diligence of people
like Kieran Tapsell, Bruce Cunningham and Denis
Cummings has finally paid off. I'm sure I will
be joined by all Australian pilots in expressing
our hearty thanks to all those involved, for an
impossible job well done. The full text of the
new A.N.O. 95.8 follows this announcement.
Please read it and familiarise yourself with its
conditions.

Commonwealth of Australia
Department of Aviation,
Air Navigation Orders
Part 95,
Section 95.8,
Issue 3.
Exemption from Provisions of
The Air Navigation Regulations Hang Gliders.

SUB-SECTIONS
1. - Applicability

3. - Exemptions

2. - Definitions

4. - Conditions
1. - APPLICABILITY

This Section of the Air Navigation Orders applies
to hang gliders used solely in private operations
for recreational purposes only and for flying training for the issue of a pilot certificate under this
Part.
2. - DEFINITIONS
In this Section "Hang Glider" means a glider having an empty
weight not exceeding 70 kg.
"Empty weight" means the actual weight of the
hang glider in its airborne configuration including
all fittings and equipment but excluding recovery
or personnel parachutes.
"Federation" means the Hang Gliding Federation
of Australia.
"Authorised person" means a person included in
a class of persons appointed under regulation 9
of the Air Navigation Regulations.
"H.G.F.A. Operations Manual" means a manual
acceptable to the Assistant Secretary (Standards
Development) of the Department of Aviation containing the procedures and instructions necessary
to ensure an acceptable level of pilot training
and proficiency and the safe conduct of hang
gliding operations.
"Public road" means a street, road, lane, thoroughfare or place open to, or used by, the public
for passage of vehicles.

SKYSAILOR
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Section 95.8
Issue 3.

(a) at a height in excess of 5,000 feet
above mean sea level;

3. - EXEMPTION
In pursuance of the powers vested in him by Regulation 329A of the Air Navigation Regulations
the Secretary to the Department of Aviation
herby exempts hang gliders to which this Section
applies from compliance with the provisions of
Parts III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X (other than
Regulation 124), XII, XIII and XV of those Regulations and specifies the conditions set out in
Paragraph 4 of this Section as conditions to be
complied with by such hang gliders.
4. - CONDITIONS
4.1 -

4.2 -

A person shall not act as pilot in command of hang glider unless he/she is the
holder of a pilot certificate issued by the
Federation or he is under the supervision
of an instructor approved by the Federation.
A person shall not be issued with a pilot
certificate unless he/she has undergone
(as the case requires) the training for and
met the requirements applicable to the
certificate applied for as specified in the
HGF A Operations Manual.

4.3 -

The holder of a pilot certificate is subject to the privileges and limitations specified in the HGFA Operations Manual as
being appropriate to the pilot certificate
held.

4.4 -

The Federation may suspend, cancel or
otherwise vary a pilot certificate but unless the Federation has exercised such
power that certificate shall remain in
force for the period specified in the
HGF A Operations Manual.

4.5 -

A person seeking renewal of a pilot certificate shall apply to the Federation and
shall
meet
the renewal requirements
applicable to that certificate as specified
in the HGF A Operations Manual.

4.6 -

A hang glider shall be operated in accordance wi,th the rules, regulations and directions made by the Federation for the
operation of hang gliders and specified in
the HGF A Operations Manual or in any
other manual or document of the Federation.

4.7 -

Except with the permissIOn in writing of
a Regional Director, Assi stant Regional
Director (Flight Standards) or Superintendent of Flying Operations of the Department of Aviation, and in accordance with
any conditions specified in the permit to
minimise hazard to other aircraft or persons or property on the ground or water,
hang gliders to which this Section applies
shall not be flown:

(b) at a height in excess of 300 feet
above ground level unless a serviceable altimeter which meets the standards
specified
in
Air
Navigation
Orders, Section 103.3 and set to QNH
is carried in a position so as to be
easily read by the pilot at all times
whilst in flight;
(c) within an area designated by a Regional Director of the Department of
Aviation as an area where the operation of hang gliders would constitute a
hazard to other aircraft;
(d) within 8 kilometres of :
(I)

an aerodrome established or licensed under the Air Navigation
Regulations; or

(ii)

a military aerodrome;

(iii)

an authorised landing area which
has been designated for the application of broadcast procedures
as for non-controlled aerodromes
established or licensed under the
Air Navigation Regulations.

or

" Ma nuel" Sco tt, over the t op .
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Section 95.8
Issue 3

4.8 -

A hang glider to which
applies shall not be flown :

this

Section

(a) at night; and
(e) notwithstanding the prOVISIOns of paragraph 4.7(d) above within .16 kilometres of:
(i)

an aerodrome or landing area
for
which
an
instrument
approach procedure is prescribed;
or

(ii)

an aerodrome used by regular
public transport air services;

(b) in circumstances where the flight visibili ty is less than 5,000 metres or .the
hang glider's distance from cloud is
less than 600 metres horizontally and
500 feet vertically.
4.9 -

(f) at

a height in excess of 300 feet
above ground level within controlled
airspace, Aerodrome Flight Information
Zones or Mandatory Broadcast Zones;

(g) within an area. that has been designated by the Secretary to the Department of Aviation as a prohibited or
restricted area at such times as any
such prohibited or restricted area is
active;
(h) over any city, town or populous area
below 1,500 feet above terrain or such
a height that the hang glider could
land outside the city, town or populous area, whichever is the higher,
except that during the launching and
landing phase of flight only the
requirement to be able to land clear
of a city, town or populous area shall
apply.
as provided for in (j) at a
height lower than 100 feet within a
horizontal distance of 25 metres from:

(i) except

(i)

a public road;

(iI)

persons other than those persons
directly
associated
with
the
operation of hang gliders at the
launch or landing sites; or

(iii)

a dwelling except with the permission of the occupier;

(j) during the launching phase closer than
a horizontal distance of 25 metres
from persons other than those persons
directly associated with the operation
of hang gliders provided those other
persons are behind a line passing
through the launch point at right
angles to the intended direction of
flight; or

(k) at any regatta, race meeting or public
gathering.

SKYSAILOR
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Upon the request of an authorised person
the owner or operator of a hang glider to
which this Section applies shall furnish
satisfactory evidence that the hang glider
meets the weight requirements of this
Section.

4.10 - An authorised person shall, at
able times, have access to
glider to which this Section
the purpose of inspecting the
to determine that it meets
requirements of this Section.

all reasonany hang
applies for
hang glider
the weight

4.11 - Where it is proposed to fly a hang glider
to which this Section applies in circumstances other than those specified in paragraph 4.7 of this Section, the person actually operating the hang glider, or his
agent, shall submit a written application
specifying the details of the proposed
operation to the appropriate Regional Director not less than twenty-eight days
prior to the proposed flight(s).
NOTE:

Attention is directed to the fact that the
exemption granted by this Section does
not confer on an operator of a hang glider to which this Section applies any
rights as against the owner or occupier
of any land on or over which the operations are conducted, or prejudice in any
way the rights and remedies which a person may have in respect of any injury to
persons or damage to property caused directly or indirectly by the hang glider.
Approval Date:

Jan. 13, 1986.

As a preliminary to the setting up of the final
system, the following tests were carried out.
STRESS LEVELS IN A HANG GLIDER
AIR FRAME
Report No.6
A Summary of Progress So Far
During 1985 a student project was commenced in
the Department of Mechanical Engineering at The
University of Newcastle to determine by experimental means the stresses in a hang glider frame
under various conditions of flight. While the project did not get completed this year, a lot of
necessary ground work was carried out and this
report summarises the work done so far.
The
final aim of the project is to obtain in flight
measurements of loads in a hang glider structure.
This can be achieved a number of ways. All involve the mounting of strain gauges at critical
points on the structure. The strain gauges convert the strain or elongation in the structure to
an electrical signal which can then be recorded
for later processing. The recording of the signals from multiple gauges can be done by -

Three gauges were mounted 120 0 apart at positions S I, S2 and S3 along the leading edge tube.
From the outputs of the three gauges at each
position, the components due to bending and axial
compression or tension can be calculated for
each point. A similar set of three gauges were
mounted at position X on the cross member, and
a pair of gauges were mounted at K on the keel
tube. Two gauges only are needed at this point
since the bending moment acting on the keel
tube will be essentially in a vertical plane. This
may not be the case at the other locations.
I.

Static tests were done on the ground to
determine typical strain levels at critical
points and the influence of increasing load
on the strains in the structure.

2.

Dynamic tests
to determine
gauge output
subjected to a

3.

Tests were performed on guy wires in various conditions to determine the breaking
strength.

were carried out on the ground
the frequency of the strain
variations when the glider was
sudden shock load.

using a multi-channel chart recorder carried
on the hang glider,

Static Tests:

2.

storing the signals in a micro computer carried on the hang glider,

Strain gauges were mounted on the glider frame
in the pOSitions shown in Figure I.

3.

transmitting the signals to the ground where
they can be processed using a chart recorder
or a micro computer.

I.

Method I. has the disadvantage of the weight
and bulk of a suitable recorder and requires a
pilot with a technical background and also requires the pilot to concentrate on additional
tasks other than flying the necessary manoeuvres.
Similar restrictions apply to Method 2. In addition, the memory required to store the information in digital form may be excessive, depending
on the frequency with which the strain gauge outputs would have to be sampled.
Method 3.
offers the most desirable solution. The equipment needed to convert the strain gauge outputs
into a radio signal would be small, and the outputs can be followed in real time by the people
on the ground, ensuring all equipment is functioning correctly and eliminating unnecessary flights
if all is not working properly.
Permission has
to be obtained from the Department of Telecommunications to transmit from a hang gUder
to the ground and this is currently being sought
by the University. Work is currently underway
designing the necessary interfacing circuitry to
complete the link between the strain gauges on
the glider and the chart recorder on the ground.

The test was performed by inverting the hang
glider and suspending it from a strap around the
heart of the gUder structure. For the purpose
of the static test, ·the state of zero stress was
taken to be when the hang glider was empty and
lying flat on the ground. The hang glider was
then lifted off the ground and loaded. readings
being taken as the load was increased. The lOad
on the hang gUder was simulated by using 2.5 kg.
bags of wheat distributed over the sail area.
The bags of wheat were used for two reasons;
1)

The wheat was readily uvailable,

ii)

the wheat being less dense than other materials avaIlable gives a better distribution of
load over the sail area, more closely simulating the aerodynamic lift forces.

The strain readings were obtained manually using
a switch box and a digital strain recorder to
observe each channel individually.
A dummy
gauge was used to compensate for temperature
effects. The results are tabulated in Table I.
As a reference point, a reading of 4,000 lJE corresponds to the yeild stress of 276 MPa for the
material.
SKYSAILOR
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TABLE 1 - STATIC TEST RESULTS
Gauge locations
Load
kg

Sl

Strains in micro strain (UE)

S2

ex

p

i

-

£

S3

p

ex

£

p

ex

n

X
t

s

K
s

P

30

- 31

12

-32

- 3

36

-38

-48

- 57

- 54

12

55

-120

28

- 63

97.5

- 92

-49

64

-64

-32

31

-15

-425

-552

- 9

37

-148

323

-401

112.5

-128

22

-19

-73

45

-48

-45

-574

-690

1

48

-192

480

-539

122.5

- 85

-36

52

-55

19

-13

-11

-603

-803

- 9

39

-188

362

-436

157.5

- 87

-34

49

-84

2

, 30

- 5

-642

-866

-16

33

-196

453

-521

TABLE 2 - STATIC TEST STRESSES - MPa

Load
kg

Axial

Bending

Axial

Bending

Axial

Bending

Axial

Bending

Axial

K
Bending

30

-1.2

2.0

-0.1

2.9

- 3.7

0.4

-1.2

7.3

-1.2

3.1

97.5

-1.8

6.4

-1.5

4.1

-22.8

22.4

-2.8

7.7

-2.7

25.0

112.5

-2.9

6.2

-1.8

5.0

-30.1

27.4

-3.3

10.1

-2.0

35.2

122.5

-1.6

5.5

-1.1

3.0

-32.6

32.8

-3.6

9.5

-2.6

27.5

157.5

-1.7

5.5

-1.2

4.7

-34.8

35.6

-4.1

9.6

-2.3

33.6
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X

S3

S2

Sl

As mentioned earlier, the readings from the
gauges can be converted to a bending stress and
an axial stress. These results are shown in Table
2 arid Figures 2 - 6 inclusive.

From the resulting variations in strain gauge output with time, a sample rate of at least 10
samples per second would be required if the information is to be stored in digital form.
Guy Wire Test:

Dynamics Test:
The dynamic test was performed with the hang
glider inverted and the sail loaded with bags of
wheat as was done for the static test. A shock
load was applied by letting the hang glider fall
through a height of 340 mm. and bring the glider
to a sudden stop via a chain connected to the
heart of the structure. An accelerometer was
mounted on the sail at the junction of the leading edge and cross bar tubes. The acceleration
reading allows an equivalent static load to be
calculated. With a total mass 0f 115 kg. and an
2
acceleration reading of 42 m/s (4.28g), the sudden stop is equivalent to a static load of 492 kg.
being applied. The readings from the gauges are
shown in Table 3 and are plotted in Figures 2 6 inclusive as a stress resulting from the application of the equivalent static load for comparison.

TABLE 3 - DYNAMIC TEST RESULTS

Gauge
Location

11-

Sl

P
(l

11-

S2

p
(l

11-

S3

p
(l

11
X

T

s
s
K

P

Strain

Axial
Stress
Mpa

Bending
Stress
Mpa

- 150
- 125
200

- 15.5

- 450
410
- 410

- 10.4

38.7

- 700
-1940
-1688

- 99.5

52.2

- 100
- 240
- 75

-

110
- 150

-

9.5

1.4

In all, five tests were conducted. The wire was
secured in special grips held in an MTS testing
machine and tested in accordance with AS 16561974.
In a section titled "Tensile Tests to
Destruction", it is recommended that "....... the
length of the test piece consist of the clear test
length and an adequate allowance for gripping or
end anchorage. The clear test length is to be
equal to at least 30 times the rope diameter".
It was also recommended that no more than
80% of the minimum breaking load should be
applied quickly and thereafter the load should be
applied at a rate of between 0.1 % and 1.0% of
the specified breaking load per second.

The tests and results are listed below.
Test

Wire Diameter Beaking Load
kN
inches

Fitted end of wire

3/32

4.5

Fitted end of wire

1/8

8.2

Middle section
of wire

1/8

8.0

Middle section of
wire showing signs
of rusting

3/32

4.2

Middle section of
wire showing evidence of broken
strands

3/32

3.8

15.6

7.1

9.0

The first two tests showed the wire was likely
to fail before the fittings would. In both cases
the fittings did not show . any signs of damage
other than slight deformation. Moderate rusting
of the wire used in Test 4. resulted in a slight
decrease in tensile strength as did the broken
strands in the section of wire used for test 5.
It can be concluded from the results that the
wire will fail before any of the fittings attached
to them, and that the wire does retain a significant proportion of its strength even though evidence of deterioration due to rusting or broken
strands may be seen.

SKYSAILOR
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Final Comments:
The work carried out this year had been a valuable exercise in determining instrumentation requirements and procedures necessary to record
stresses and strains on a hang glider structure in
flight. The project is being continued and once
Department of Telecommunications' approval is
obtained and the necessary instrumentation completed, valuable in-flight information will be
obtained which will make the sport a safer one
for all concerned.
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MARQUE ALTIMETERS
SPRING AVENUE
GOONELLABAH N.S.W.
2480

PH.(066) 24 3111

FOIL

An innovative, aerodynamically clean
wing that gives you the opportunity of
experiencing BIG performance from
a small glider.

~la~~ic 1Sitt~.
The Icarus V

In the early years of footlaunched hang gliding, the basic
Rogallo wing was virtually the
only safe design around.
Very
little was understood about the
basics of flexible-wing design
and the attempts to improve performance
by
increasing
nose
angles past niney degrees usually
ended in disaster.
In response to this, two American designers, Taras Kiceniuk
Jr. and Volmer Jensen, working
independantly
of
each
other,
started to experiment with rigid
wings, controlled by aerodynamic
surfaces.
Jensen's "V J swing
wing" range never really made
much impact due to their weight
and inconvenience.
By contrast,
Kiceniuk's "Icarus" range produced two classic wings: the Icarus II and the Icarus V.
In this article, wri tten in the
mid '70's, Doug Klassen records
his early impressions of the "V".
SKYSAILOR
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ICARUS V.
Experiences and Observations
By Doug Klassen
There is little doubt that the
Icarus V is the best flying hang
glider designed to date. It's performance is unequalled by any
other glider flying today.
It
flies so well that Taras Jr. told
me recently that no one was flying the V. even close to it's limits.
It doesn't seem possible
that the sam e glider can have
a stall speed of 16 mph. and a
maximum flying speed of 60+
mph. But the Icarus V performs
the task with ease. The Icarus
V is the only glider capable of
breaking records on almost any
good flying day and you can be
sure that before 1975 is over
the Icarus V will set new world
distance and altitude gain records.

So there it Sits, the super flying
machine. The "inevitable design"to use Taras' own words. And
where does that leave you, the
new enthusiast or rogallo pilot
ready to move up? Is the Icarus
V beyond you; "too hot" a ship,
too difficult to fly? Not at all!
When we started the Icarus project at Free-Flight Systems, Inc.
I was a bit in awe of the V.
Today, I still am, but for a dIfferent reason.
I was sure that
a competent rogallo pilot could
learn to fly the V. but was concerned about the less experienced or less talented people
into whose hands the V. will
inevitably fall.
Would they be
able to handle It or would we
have a rash of accidents resulting from too much glider in the
hands of too little pilot? Based
on my experiences In flying the
V. and watching others (beginn-

ers and experts alike) make
their maiden flights I am convinced that few problems will result.
There will be some mishaps. I's be blue sky dreaming
if I said the V. was as easy to
fly as a rogallo.
The amazing
thing is that in normal winds the
glider is really only slightly more
difficult to fly than a conventional kite.
When, after months of manufacturing preparations and material
procurement,
free-flight
completed its first Icarus V. we
immediately adjourned to a small
hill in the Thousand Oaks area
for its (and our) maiden flights.
The pilots flying that day ranged
in skill from expert to average.
Some with fixed wing experience
and some with only rogallo time.
The wind gods blessed us with
a
smooth steady
8-10 mph.
breeze blowing straight up the
hill. After assembly, the glider
was carried to the top of the
35' knoll and given a final preflight
check-out.
Incidentally,
the V. is not difficult to assemble. Two people can have it
together in 15 minutes with a
little practice.
Being the resident Icarus expert,
Taras - designer of the Icarus II
bi-plane and the Icarus V. -was
elected
to
make
the initial
flight.
Additionally, we wanted
to see it fly well at least once
before
we
"amateurs"
began
floundering down the hill. Picking the glider up all by himself
(no easy taks), Taras faced it into the wind, took a few quick
steps and was lifted into the air.
He pulled up his feet, moved his
weight forward an inch or so,
and whizzed off down the hill
and far out into the landing
area. We were elated! Months
of planning and effort were suddenly repaid in one swift flight.
Everyone who has ever seen the
Icarus V fly has been spell-bound
by its incredible graceful flight
and even this brief hop off a
35 ft. knoll had silenced the assembled
spectators
with
the
Icarus magic.
Several of us ran down to carry
the wing back up the hill and
get Taras' opinion on the glider
we had worked on f or so long.
"Sure does
fly
quieter than
mine" was his first comment.

My query of "any problems?" received only a "no, it flew fine".
Three of us grabbed the glider
and hurried back up the hill. It
would be my turn next.
I had "flown" the Icarus a thousand times in my mind and made
many "flights" with Taras' glider
sitting on blocks back at the
shop. In the eight months preceeding this little adventure I
had ate, slept, breathed and
V.
Taras
had
lived
Icarus
answered
untold
numbers
of
"what's it like?" and, "how do
you .... ?" questions.
At last I
would find out for myself.
Back on top of the hill I slipped
under the hang cage while two
helpers held the glider. Once in
position they let go and left me
standing there, with Taras in
front of the glider offering suggestions and some assistance whenever a wing would drop down
too far for me to lift it back
up.
The butterflies which had
been doing wing overs in my
stomach
disappeared
as
I
struggled with the V's 72 lb.
weight and 32' wing span.
The 18" wide hang cage provides
no real leverage for balancing
the craft so you must keep the
glider into the wind and allow
the dihedral and rudders to balance it.
Beads of perspiration
began forming on my forehead
and I silently wished we had
used lighter wall tubing in building the "V".
"Why don't you stand there a
while and get a good feel for
balancing the wing" Taras told
me.
"Right, Taras! Whatever
you say".
Finally, after what
seemed a week he told me to begin walking slowly down the hill
so I could get a feel for the
way the wing lifts.
I started
down the incline slowly but the
momentum of the moving glider
got me going faster until near
the bottom of the hill I suddenly found myself treading air.
"Jeez, I'm flying".
But within
a few seconds my feet were
back on the ground and I set the
glider
down ..... awkwardly.
It
wasn't much - that first flight.
I had ground skimmed perhaps 30
or 40 feet. But more importantly, I hadn't fallen down and the
glider hadn't done anything unexpectedly.

Sack up the hill, catch my
breath and try it again.
The
second time around was incredible. four or five steps and the
Icarus picked me up as if I were
a feather.
Some quick movements fore and aft immediately
established that the pitch control
was very sensitive requiring only
An
4-5 inches at movement.
important thing to keep in mind
about the pitch control is that
while it is very quick what you
are actually doing when you
shift your weight forward is
speeding the glider up noticably
and lowering the glider ratio to
probably 7 or 8 to 1.
This
means that even in a shallow
dive the Icarus V is gliding
better
than the best hybrid
rogallos at their maximum LID!
Anyway,
back to the flight.
Once the glider established its
flying attitude I simply hung
there by my arms enjoying the
flight. The small continual corrections that always seem necessary when flying a rogallo were
unnecessary
with
the
Icarus.
And the sound! I'd flown monoplanes like the Quicksilver before and had been impressed
with the quiet humming of the
wires but it had been nothing
like this!
The clean hiss of air
past . the wing seemed to say
"here is a glider you can have
confidence In". Indeed, I felt as
if I could do anything with the

~t"ii~iiii.1
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Icarus.
A slight drift to the
right was easily corrected wi th
a touch of left rudder. The inherent stability seemed too limitless and the glider responded to
even the smallest puffs of lift.
All too soon the ground came up,
my feet touched down and I ran
to a stop. I set the glider down
and stood there grinning from
ear to ear. The landing had taken no special effort, only a
little more running than you normally do with a rogallo. Subsequent
flights
revealed
the
same thing; the Icarus was not
difficult to land as rumor had it,
but it does have to land as directly into the wind as possible.
Also, because of the long flat
glide ratio it is necessary to
plan your landing approach. You
can't just stop and drop it in
My moment of
like a kite.
glory was short lived, however,
since the others were chaffing
at the bit awaiting their turn at
flying.
The Icarus was hustled
back up the grassy slope and
Bob MacCaffery slipped into the
hang cage for his first effort.
Bob's flight was a carbon copy
of mine.
An easy launch, a
long glide far out into the field,
and an easy landing. On his second flight right after a take off
into a wind which had increased
to a steady 12 mph. Bob casually swung his feet up and kicked
back like Taras.
There after
the pattern was to make one
flight feet down to establish
yourself wi th the flying and on
following flights to fly with the
"landing gear" retracted.
The flying continued all afternoon with
flight
after easy
flight.
The
only
mishap
occurred when one pilot attempted to turn the glider by weight
shift after landing slightly crosswind. One rudder dug in yawing
the wing around and causing the
stumbling pilot to be deposited
rather unceremoniously in the
grass. The Icarus tipped up on
its nose and sustained only a
slightly damaged front down tube
on the hang cage.
The downtubes have since been strengthened in the Free-Flight Icarus V
kits. The intrepid aeronaut sustained a slightly cut finger and
a pranged ego.
Repairs were
made to glider and pilot alike
and the flying continued until we

lacked
sufficient
strength
to
carry the Icarus back up the hill.
So that was it. A day of flying
the Icarus V. Like I said at the
start this little narrative I'm unsure of the glider. Rather because the more I flew it and
saw it flown the more the great
capabilities and superb inherent
stability
became obvious.
It
seems Incapable of doing anything spooky.
No radical side
slipping.
No tendency to stall,
unless forced to do so. Nothing
but beautiful flight with miniIn recent flight
mum effort.
tests, Taras has put the "V" into
radical nose-up stalls and near
vertical dives, always with the
same result. Immediate and positive recovery including recovery
from stalls during turns.
The "V", like the rogallo, is easy
to fly, but learning to fly it
well takes time. Perhaps it becomes a question of ego.
A
question of whether or not you
as a pilot are willing to take
the time to go back to a "bunny
hill" and master a whole new
facet of hang gliding.
If you
are, the Icarus V. can be your
key to a dimension of hang gliding with limitless possibilities.
Effortless soaring when others
can only glide down the hill.
Ridge soaring In winds of as
little as 5 mph.
Cross-country
thermal flights.
All within the
grasp of the Icarus V flier! Perhaps a good yard stick to measure your ability to get along
well with the "V" is this: If you
love flying more than anything,
take your flying seriously and
give It 100% concentration, you
will have no trouble flying the
Icarus. You don't have to be an
exceptional pilot. You only have
to be willing to make a positive
commitment to flying with real
intelligence.
--

THE ART OF PERFORMING
WING OVERS IN PUBLIC
By Myles Nott
WRONG!
This heading is not about to
start an article on the Queensland
comps.
at
Eungella,
although it really freaked me
out to see Dear Danny going
right over; I mean right, right
over the top of those wingovers
above the swimming pool and
spectators, pulling out just above
the flat poles! And wow, Mark
Newland roaring his way through
the manoeuvres against the overcast sky. But I am not admitting to having been at Eungella.
(Even though I had a nice, free
dinner for two and know what
it is like to land through long
sugar cane).
This story is about my quest "to
get above take off!"
On the
first day of the competition I
had a very pleasant time Sitting
in the grass with the Victorian
pilot, Karl, looking up at take
off, admiring the specks in the
sky above and along the ridge.
Something dawned on me. Perhaps I did something wrong during my short flight.
I spent the rest of the competition days probing everyone and ·
everything in search of the answer or even a clue about how
to get above the top of the hill
and beat the opposition.
Gavin Hill's consist ant reply to
my question was: "practice". But
what do I practice?
searched on.
Holding the
baby's bottle, a carton of orange
juice and listening to Paul Mollison and Shane Duncan's odd
assortment of conversation, while
Peter Ebbling courageously drove
us up to take-off in his four
wheel drive, did give me a few
clues.
The orange JUice spilt
over my hands and running down
my legs taught me to stick with
whatever "lift" you have got. (It
is easier than walking up the
mountain!).

Ian Jarman gave inspirational advice. When asked how to beat
the opposition, he droly replied:
"With a big stick". That night
I slept very soundly with dreams
of using my new winning tactics.
I scrapped them the next day
when Wayne Collison landed in
the trees. He was obviously trying to find a good stick.
There were several things that
could be negated since they
were comon to nearly all pilots.
We ate the same yummy dinners
and
scrumptuous
muesli
with
yoghurt and bananas on top,
which was prepared by Jane J arman (I doubt whether the fact
that I kept burning my toast had
anything to do with my performance). We even had a common
camping ground.
What was the difference? Maybe if I too could be worshipped,
I could perform as well as those
hot shots who, during the com{r
etition, had been flying to cloud
base, avoiding lightning and seeing a lot of the valley through
which our course was set.
An
opportunity presented itself when
Shane Duncan offered to hero
worship me for a day if I could

keep my head in the dishwashing
water for two minutes. I think
I managed one and a half minutes but it was a bit hard to
hear my result due to the scum
in my ears.
A real break through came when
tall Bernie Beer showed his proximity to the gods by revealing
tactics that really do work. A
heavenly glow appeared in his
frizzy hair when he explained
how, when coring thermals with
other kites to wear an eye patch
over one eye, if you don't have
an eye patch available you can
use one hand, and to hold the
parachute handle with the other
hand.
Prolonged inspections of
your instruments are recommended.
I tried these tactics and
observed marked success! Everyone in my thermal suddenly realIzed what a hot thermal pilot I
was and gave up the competition. They started doing aerobatics instead!

have the guts to take a risk and
have the ability and luck to pull
it off. I think we made record
time from Wingham to camp.
ane's cooking really is that
good), even with the weight of
all the loot they had won.
I
think our speed was somewhere
around 120 k' s. over the dirt
road, but it is a bit hard to tell
when
you
are
pu11ine
"g's"
against the roof of the car.
Anyway it was fast enough that
the cow we missed by a centimeter had no idea where the
dust storm came from.

o

During the compo I did actually
manage to get above the top of
the hill and circle with the
other
kites
high
above
the
ground at the other end of the
valley.
After consolidating my
skills at getting up and staying
up I now want to learn how to
take turn point photos so that
they don't turn out black!
Editor's Note:

So many lessons to learn! Stu
Davies and Shane Duncan taught
me in the high risk glamorous
world on the betting casino (i.e.
the Taree R.S.L. and the poker
machines), that you must also

The Hon. Miles Craven has asked
me to point out that Miles aint
Myles.
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Dear Edi tor,
This is an accident report
would like to have printed to
clear up a lot of bad reports
blaming my glider for a structural failure in an accident I had
in December. The kite was in
no way a contributing factor to
the incident.
It was purely
pilot error. So I would appreciate it if the report is printed
stressing this point.
Date:

29/12/85

Rating:

P.R.3.

The sort of tubulance I experienced would in my opinion have
been enough to tear the wings
off an aeroplane, let alone a
hang glider. So I believe that
the
design
and
structural
strength of the Foil was in no
way a contributing factor to the
accident. I still feel the Foil is
the best high performance glider
around, and I will continue to
fly a Foil, feeling totally confident of their design and structural strength.

By finding these low pressure
areas, it is possible to find the
"hot spots"for thermalling. For
thermal hogs who can't afford
to go to Buffalo or Parkes,
these "hot spots" offer the best
thermalling
for
your
money.
They mean that, even if you
can't afford the petrol to go all
the way to Parkes, you can still
tow up into hot thermals close
to home.
So there, I've had my say. Now
how about all you other budding
pilots putting pen to paper. I
would like you to write back, ridicule me, agree with me or whatever. (Even your own opinions
will do). In my opinion, that is
what the Editor (Chris) wants.
I may even stir his inner emotions as well. I am quite happy
to be the guinea pig for this
experiment.

Contributing Factors:
(Tlchborn
Flatlands
near Parkes).
I was hot and exhausted after a
full day of towing up and trying
Wind:
Light W.
to get away. The rest of my
group had all got away and I
Glider:
Foil
was desperate to get off. So I
flew into air that I had no knowBruised shoulder and ledge about.
Pilot
Coring small dust
Injury:
ribs.
Also a wire devils with 2,000 feet - plus is:
my right O.K. But flying into air that is
burn on
so unstable that it has three Peter Koorneef.
arm.
cores within a few hundred yards
Details:
was suicide.
Editor's Note:
It was a hot and extremely un- Another interesting point about
stable day with dust devils con- my accident was the G. forces
received this letter via a
stantly ripping their way across being applied to me while I spun rather round about route and in
the tow paddock, so I headed to- down. I was unable to get my a much thumbed and coffeewards them, working one for a parachute out because the G's stained state. (I'm not sure what
few turns.
Then I noticed a made it impossible even to tear you put in your coffee, Pete,
third dust devil building up. It the velcro on the container. but please send me some!)
was about 20 feet across and They were so strong that they have taken the liberty of transgrowing rapidly so I ignorantly tore the top of my Pod harness lating the original Byron Bay
continued to core the small one apart and also where the arm - "Thermal Animal" dialect back
and, when I had completed my holes go behind the back.
into
more
conventional
lan360 the large one was almost
guage but the actual content reupon me. The glider became un- I would like to thank the people mains (I hope) faithful to Peter's
controllable,
similar
to going who came to my aid, and also intention.
over the falls.
I flew straight the people who lent me gear, so
into the centre of the three dust that I could continue to com- Anyway, thanks Pete, for your
devils.
The
glider
tucked pete. (Much appreciated).
contribution. You're dead right,
instantly and my leading edge
if your ideas do spark a few
and cross bar collapsed. I spir- Yours truly,
readers into writing action, that
ailed to the ground inverted. I Mark Madden.
is exactly what I want, and you
was at about 250 feet.
have indeed stirred my "inner
emotions".
Whether sea-breezes
The reason for the glider becomare blown or sucked is largely
ing inverted and breaking up was Dear Chris,
a matter for the purists. The
purely due to the massive turbulfact remains that there is definance involved when flying near In my opinion, a sea-breeze does itely an increase in thermal actdust devils.
The glider tucked not blow, but is sucked inland by ivity along the leading edge of
and become inverted in the a low pressure area.
This is a sea-breeze and, if you can tow
centre of the three cores where caused by the sun's heating eff- up into this, you should get good
there was radical sink.
While ect causing thermal activity. Air lift and be able to travel with
one wing was in sink the other rises from this area and leaves it as it is sucked (or blown) inwas in lift and hence the glider low pressure in its place which, land.
broke.
in turn, sucks in air.

Site:
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NEW? RATING SYSTEM
Dear Chris,
Many pilots will remember the
introduction of the "Hang" rating
system
(SKYSAILOR,
August
1976) and the reasons for its introduction. Since then we have
seen the introduction of the
hang 5 rating, or cross country,
and a toughening up of the
theory questions and practical
tasks required for all ratings.

ty officers and others concerned
improve their standards. By-passing rating tasks will only cause
them more problems, and should
these
sub-standard
pilots
go
elsewhere they may find themselves in very dangerous situations, not to mention the effect
on the sport in general.

also wholly disapprove of a
In the SKYSAILOR editorial for mandatory
number
of logged
Chris
says, hours per year to keep a rating.
November,
1985
quote:
It is not required for a driving
license, or for my private aero"The major problem with the plane license, which costs lots
present
system
is
that
it of money and effort to achieve,
requires a basically linear pro- so it should not apply to hanggression through the sport, with gliding which has cost even more
no room for variations in style in effort and dedication, includto suit particular areas and ing a few hard knocks and havsites.
This basic inflexibility ing to chase up safety officers
often forces safety officers to for the tests.
Besides, logged
by-pass the system, and set their experience is too easy to fake,
own standards".
the only real measure of a pilot
being the results of his superTen years' ago we decided that vised tests as is already required
a
linear
progression
from with the present system. It has
beginner through to safety offic- been said many times that air
er, was exactly what the sport time is not relevant to pilot exneeded, so just who are these perience and that five minutes
safety officers who are by- at Mt. Buffalo on a normal
passing the system, and exactly summer's day is worth 10 hours
what are they by-passing? Are at Stanwell. This was taken inwe to see pilots by-passing PR2 to consideration when forming
or PR3 and then braving Mt. the "hang" rating system.
As
Buffalo winds? Maybe they can well as the fact that it agreed
get by without spot landings or with other international systems.
even controlled landings in wind
speed greater than the glider
stall speed.
Let's face facts;
the system
exists, it works, it especially
worked as a graded syllabus
when we taught ourselves and
learned why we needed a system. With professional instruction and modern gliders it is becoming even easier to learn to
fly safely. But NO system will
NONE.
work if it is by-passed.
No safety has the right to bypass any of the P.R. tasks. In
fact I believe that no committee
should have the right to change
the system without a referendom.
I am completely against chang- ~
ing the present P.R. system. If
there has been a decline in the ;."
standards of the Sydney-Stanwell
area then I suggest that the safe-

To all those old and not so bold
pilots who learned to fly 10 or
12 years' ago, I suggest you
think about where you are going
to log 50 hours a year safely. Or
would you prefer to say "no" to
the blown out days and go home
safely to the wife and
kids,
work and mortgage, to fly again
another day?
Think about that if you want to
keep your hard-earned rating.
Yours faithfully,
Gill Griffith, 33102 P.R.5.,
EX Safety Officer.
Dear Edi tor,
With regard to the proposed rating system I would like to offer
the following observations and
comments.
The S.A. Hang Gliding Association executive and members are
currently assessing the proposals
of the H.G.F.A. executive and
I must say that the general feeling is fairly negative to say the
least.
I am concerned that this new
system may well prove to look
very good on paper but be very
difficult to administer at the
sites. Numerous difficulties may
well arise when it comes time
to examine pilots' logbooks for
the number of hours flown, etc.,
to qualify for ratings.
My initial reaction is that an updating of the current system is
preferable and it will take a lot
more soundly argued proposals
before I change my mind.
To all Australian pilots I suggest
you make yourself aware of the
proposals
and
consider
the
effects on your sites and your
ratings then if you feel there is
room for improvement or total
rejection; I suggest you contact
your State Executive and inform
them accordingly.
In the next issue of SKYSAILOR
I hope to have more specific
details of what we believe are
the
shortcomings
of
this
proposed system and some counter proposals.
SKYSAILOR
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S.A.H.G.A. is not against an
improvement of the current system but we want to make damn
sure that any new system is a
lot better.
Rob Woodward,
President, S.A.H.G.A.

Dear Edi tor,
I read the December 1985 edition of SKYSAILOR with much
interest,
particularly
the
H.G.F.A. report on the proposed
"Rating System Update".

My experience gained after many Dear Chris,
years of safe flying is reinforced
with each flight, and I feel it is I refer to Kel Smith's letter and
the responsibility of all pilots, your
editorial
regarding
my
irrespective of their Individual enquiry from Kel about accident
Pilot Rating, to ensure that they reports.
Without
wishing
to
are actively contributing to their increase the size of this mountown safety by regularly flying in ain fashioned from a mole hill,
only safe conditions, and not be- I should make it quite clear that
ing compelled to assume the so far as I ' am concerned, there
dare-devil role by exposure to un- is no "friction" between Kel
necessary risks.
That
letter
was
and
me.
written at the suggestion of the
Besides, think of the disastrous H.G.F.A. Committee, of which
public image we would regain by you are a member, although not
the increase in injuries/fatalities present at that particular meet(remember the late 1970's.)
ing.
By putting pen to paper, I urge
all "thinking" pilots to make
known their opposition to the
Association's ridiculous proposal,
and
hopefully
"ground"
this
creature before it takes off.

Whilst I do not oppose most
aspects of the revision, I am (C.c. - copy to H.G.FA)
. .
startled by
the
proposal
to
require current P.RA & 5 pilots Yours faithfully,
to log 50 hours flying time to
maintain the equivalent rating in P. Baboucek. P.RA
the new system.
This requirement serves only to
over-regulate and over-legislate
an
Association
which
prides
itself in the pursuit of freedom
from restrictions, invoked in the
main by D.O.A.
By contrast, D.O.A. has no minimum flying time requirement for
pilots intending to renew their
Private Pilot Licenses.
So it is ludicrous that this Association is even considering the
introduction of minimum flying
time standards.
Pilot Ratings can be compared
to other licenses, e.g. motor
vehicle, motor cycle and Private
Pilot
Licenses.
Once
these
licenses have been acquired, by
demonstration of necessary skills,
there is no need for the driver/
pilot to regularly re-prove himself.
Why then, should Hang Glider
pilots be forced to log minimum
flying' hours to maintain their
current rating?
In fact, the very real danger of
injury is heightened by flying in
unsafe conditions, merely to satisfy this ill-begotten need to
show more logged hours.
SKYSAILOR
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Sir,
I agree with the new proposed
ratings, i.e., Novice, Intermediate and Advanced.
However, I
have one exception, this is the
hours required each year. As an
example, I do all or most of my
flying on coastal sites which are
about twenty miles away. I follow our local weather bureau
forecast very closely.
However,
their average is not very good.
They often forecast N.W. winds
but when I arrived at the flying
site I find the wind straight
along the beach with a north
wind blowing. Then the forecast
on another day would be for a
W-S.W. but what do I find? yes, you are right - a S-S.E. and
so on it goes. I have made a
note of these wasted trips and
it has averaged at one day's flying out of every three. If only
we had a site where the wind
blew in a regular direction for
our flying as I believe it does at
Stanwell Park. Then my flying
times would be three times as
large so I cannot see how S.A.
pilots can accumulate the requi red hours.
Regards,
Bill Thorneywork.

can understand Kel's being
annoyed by the existence of rumours, but I was surprised at his
wanting to publish private correspondence, thereby giving the rumours a far wider circulation than
they had and certainly far wider
than they deserved.
I am also puzzled by your editorial suggesting that this was a
"disgraceful episode".
Rumour
mongering has always been with
us and is not going to stop. All
I did was front Kel with what
we had been told at the meeting. He told me that it was not
true and I accept that unreservedly.
But surely you are not
suggesting
that
the
H.G.F.A.
Committee is not entitled to
raise
a
matter
of
accident
reporting with one of its instructors by private correspondence.
would not have thought it
should make
much difference
whether or not the matter came
to the H.G.F.A.'s attention by
the grapevine or by statutory
declaration.
The only proper
way to deal with it is to
approach the person concerned.
However,
as
apparently
my
letter gave Kel the impression
that I had accepted as fact what
we had been told at the meeting, I shall in future make sure
that there are liberal sprinklings
of "allegedly", "if this be true",
etc. in any future correspondence with anyone over safety
matters.
Yours faithfully,
Kieran Tapsell.

Dear Chris,
You wiil have found enclosed a
photo which I would really like
to see on SKYSAILOR's cover . .
I do not know if this can be
done from the print, unfortunately I do not possess the negative,
can it be done in black and
white? I guess time will answer
my questions.
Could you please, if possible, return the print to me.
If· you
can use the photo, please title
it
Wayne
Lee,
"Fanatic".
Lennox Head.

The point I want to make is
that arms heal, but spinal chords
don't. The helmets available at
present provide no protection
to the spinal chord, and bugger
all to the brain in a serious
crash.
Helmets keep the sand
out of your hair and the sun off
the back of your neck.
They
also stop you banging your head
on the keel during your preflight, give you a neat place to
put your rating stickers, and
keep bits of rock from poking
holes in your head in a crash.
Helmets also provide some cushioning for your brain during the
deceleration when head meets
ground; but never rely on them
to save you.

Having survived three potentially
fatal accidents in my eleven
years of flying, I have come to
the conclusion that the decision
to let go of the A-frame is
largely dependent on the circumstances and location of the
crash. In the case of a semicontrolled
impact
into
thick
bushes, I tend to agree with
Chuck.
In such a case, the
resistance provided by the bushes
will provide a reasonably gradual
deceleration with little chance
of the head reaching the keel.

In such a case, using the extremities as shock absorbers is not
so necessary and it is perhaps
Thanx Chris. As a vote of conmore important to protect your
fidence, I think you are doing a
good job as our mag. 's editor. In conclusion, I would like to eyes and face from sticks.
Keep up the good work.
suggest that, in the event of a
crash,
flare
hard
and high. In the case of a nose-in on flat
Safe and high flying,
Break the kite first (Is it poss- ground however, I tend to agree
Sincerely,
In modern, shortible to use the leading edge or with Greg.
Wayne Lee.
A- frame
as
shock-absorbers?), keeled gliders the risk of a
then break a leg (keep the legs severe impact between head and
fully
extended
for
maximum keel (or head and ground in the
Editor's Note:
shock absorbtion - don't roll into event of A-frame failure), is
a ball), then break anarm (hold greatly increased. Holding on to
Aw shucks. It's always nice to on to one side of A-frame, use one side of the A-frame with
know that one's efforts are arms to cushion fall), but always both hands will allow the pilot
they don't to swing around the upright,
appreciated. Thanks, Wayne, for keep your head
the photo. I don't know whether grow back.
keeping the arms in tension,
rather than subjecting them to
I'll be able to use it as a cover
or not, but rest assured that it Greg Tanner.
the sudden
compressive force
will be used.
that tends to break wrists and
dislocate elbows.
I have heard
Editor's Note:
of two recent accidents where
the only injuries to the pilot were
Dear ChriS,
Although there is obviously some broken upper arms caused by a
divergence in approach, the centimpact
with
the
The article by Chuck Connor ral point of both Greg's letter sideways
A-frame.
Holding
on
to
one
up(Dec. SKYSAILOR) on crash land- and Chuck's article remains the .
right would also minimise the
ings was timely, but I disagree same.
The severity of injuries chances of such a collision, as
on one important point. I think resulting from a crash is as
the pilot in any nose-in should much a function of the pilot's well as stopping the head from
hold onto one side of the A- actions and presence of mind, as hitting the keel.
frame with one, or preferably . it is of the severity of the
both hands prior to impact.
impact.
Chuck claims that "the only possible injury (after letting go of
the A-frame) being the head colliding with the keel". I have had
the great misfortune to witness
such an accident, where the
pilot attempted a still-wind landing and basically tripped over,
resulting in a not very dramatic
nose-in.
There was no damage
to the kite save a dent where
the pilot's helmet had struck the
keel after the pilot's body had
swung
through
the
A-frame.
Nevertheless, the pilot's spinal
chord was damaged seriously,
with tragic results.
SKYSAILOR
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Dear Chris,
Allow me to comment. I would
love to fly, but until now, I
thought it was for the "young
blokes".
Having
recently
learned to sailboard, I enjoy it
very much and sometimes wish
I could turn the clock back a
few years and do all the things
the "young blokes" do. However,
I enjoy sailing to my limitations.
Can hang gliding be the same
for a person around the 50
years mark? I have joined the
H.G.F.A. to gain as much theory
and experiences as possible, plus
reading all the other publications
I can get my hands on. Would
coastal ridge soaring and flat
inland soaring (towing) be beyond
my, and other semi-senior citizens' capabilities?

And I know as far as honorary
journalists are concerned, "many
are called, but few are chosen!",
but could you delete Nov. '85
"Competition
Calendar"
from
Dec. '85 SKYSAILOR, etc.? A
month or two in advance and
not in arrears would help for
planning etc., as well as save
valuable
information
space.
Also, I received by SKYSAILOR
mostly the last week of the
month.

Instead of a lot of nit-picking in
SKYSAILOR, maybe some other
"young blokes" could contribute
some articles, e.g. -

I live 5 - 6 hours drive from
Rainbow Beach and 3 hours from
Yeppoon, so if I am able to
learn to fly, it will be with
some
difficulty
and expense.
However, it would be nice if
every pilot in Australia (be he
journalistic or not) could make
helpful contributions to SKYSAILOR and maybe help a few
people like myself to decide if
it is worth the effort in learning to do what most natureminded people would love to do
- and that is fly free.

*

Flying experiences - and how
they coped,

If I can learn to fly,

*

"I learned about flying from
that" segments,

*

How many women
why not more?

*

Beginner's
techniques
places to fly,

* . Hints

to others
not to make,

fly

and
and

mistakes

*

from
No.tes
instructors,

*

Lists of instructors currently
certified by H.G.F.A.,

*

What causes inversions and
can they be recovered from?

*
*

Pilot reports of same,

*

professional

Personal
profiles
e.g.
Francis Rogallo, Bill Moyes,
Duncan Bros., Steves Moyes,
John Pendry, Women pilots,
etc., etc., etc.
Have any other "semi-senior"
CItizens learns to fly and
what are their experiences?

The contributions could be endless.
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punctuality of
the
magazine.
You see, in our rush to get the
paste-ups to the printer early,
so that the December issue
would be out before Christmas,
we just pulled out the pasted-up
page from November and shoved
it straight in, even though we
realised some of the entries
would be obsolete.
I'm sorry
that this has offended your sense
of order, but when you have two
people working in between flying, study, and our other interests, the amount of time left
for SKYSAILOR is limited, and
occasional stuff-ups are inevitable.
Dear Editor,
SKYSAILOR can be rather dry
with H.G.F.A. convention reports
club news and the occasional
sometimes
selflong-winded,
perpetuating argument. It's just
occurred to me that many members, especially newer ones may
not have read "The Star of Rangomere", a · serial which appeared
in Glider Rider some years ago
(when it still talked Hang Gliding).

maybe I
could not bring myself to launch
from Mt. Buffalo immediately,
but maybe there is a bit of sky
that would be suitable for me
and hundreds of others in my What about serialising it in SKYSAILOR? It really was a fanposition.
tastic
Sci-Fi
Hang
Gliding
story, at least I thought so.
Thanking you,
Don't know what you' would do
Yours faithfully,
about
copyright,
that's
your
Michael McShane.
department. I have most episodes
44423.
and could supply them if needed.
Editor's Note:
Yours faithfully,
Providing you are still reasonably Peter Wright.
fit, age should be no barrier to 33289
your enjoyment of our wonderful
game. After all, pilots like Bill P.S. My opening criticism should
Elder in N.S.W., Paul Kelly in not be taken too seriously.
Victoria,
Bill Thorneywork in
S.A., and George and Marge in .
Western Australia are all still Editor's Note:
flying and enjoying themselves.
Although we prefer to publish
original material, we do someObviously, some of the more times publish re-printed material
strenuous types of flying may be from foreign publications.
As
a little bit too much, but I'm you suspect, copyright does pose
sure that you would be able to a
with
problem,
especially
find your own place in the sky.
fictional works, which the authors tend to guard with more
With regards to your comments rigor than non-fiction.
Neverabout the Competition Calendar, theless, it would be nice to pubthe December instal- lish some good, hang glider reI agree,
ment was exactly the same as lated fiction and if you can
the November instalment.
The supply me with copies of the
reason for this is related to your material,
will certainly conother comment
regarding the sider it.

IHOCK
HOIlIlOBI

by Tony Gordon

WHEN SUDDENLY THE
fLIMSY CRAfT CAUGHT AN
AIR CURRENT AND
PLUMETTED TO THE GROUND!
How many times have you read
headlines like that and whinced
- not at the thought of "plumetting" to the ground, but at the
way it was written or more
importantly misreported.
Let's
analyse that headline and see
what we get.
"WHEN SUDDENL Y"
writer's
dramatic
licence
indicating
traumatic change in status.
"THE fLIMSY CRAFT" : not a
747 or a 727 or anything you
can stand up in and walk to the
toilet in and get served with
lunch and beer - no it's one of
those things
a hang glider.
Those three words - "The Flimsy
Craft"
show
a
prejudice
against the mode of flight.
"CAUGHT AN AIR CURRENT"
- The writer has as much knowledge about flight as John Howward has personality.
"PLUMETTED TO THE GROUND"
Well let's face it - It sounds
heaps better than fell or flew
and it conjures up visions of
broken bones and squished brains,
when in actual fact the pilot involved suffered only minor injuries. (This was a a real headline
from
the Adelaide Advertiser
some three years' ago).
Over the years we, as hang glider pilots, have pointed fingers
and jeered at the media, treating it as an organisation not to
be trusted, when in fact if the
truth be known, we are to blame.
Ignorance is our biggest enemy
in the battle for good P.R.
We
must, like any successful busin-

ess, actively engage in advertising our good points, and turn our
negatives into positives.
Doing
business without advertising is
like winking at a girl in the
dark - you know what you're doing but nobody else does.
I find that most of my flying
companions have this vision of
the media being a dark, evil,
force
that
lurks,
impregnible
just waiting to feed on our spilt
blood.
True, there are a
who wri te wi th one
pen and the other
lad", but thankfully
make it to editor.

few journos
hand on the
on the "old
they rarely

I worked with a guy once who
was one of Australia's most respected electronic media journos
and his eyes would light up at
the mere mention of a plane
crash. We had a stand-up argument over something he wrote
for the six o'clock news about
a hang glider accident (fatality)
in Victoria.
He was about to
voice some ridiculous bullshit
about how this evil machine had
killed the father of two children
when I started to question his
knowledge of how a hang glider
or any aircraft for that matter,remains airborne. Obviously the
answers were positive philistine.
The argument was loud and ethical but it worked.
Every time
there was a story involving aircraft of any nature, I had half
a dozen journos coming to me
for an opinion. They were still
reporting them but in a more enlightened fashion.
We cannot
blame the media for misreporting if we don't take the time to
educate them.

idea of walking off a cliff face
wearing a dacron clothes line a
little wierd and there are reasons for this - They've never had
to do it.
You know, the only
reason parachuting is more socially acceptable (God knows why)
than hang gliding is that back in
1942 some of our most respected
current day leaders were running
out of the arse of a DC-3, trusting their lives to a static line
connected to a 'chute that somebody else packed!
Now that's
sensible? But that was for God
and Country and you had to do
it and because Uncle Bill next
door did it 1,000 times and
never even skun his knees he's
happy for little Dennis to take
it up ..
The first weekend up and Dennis,
wearing the latest square canopy
sports 'chute has a malfunction
and swan dives 8,000 feet into
the desert floor and has to be
removed in sections using the
world's largest corkscrew - and
what does the headline read?
"BRAVE SON OF WAR HERO
DIES TRYING TO FOLLOW IN
DAD'S FOOTSTEPS.
You just can't win can you?
Yes you can, and here are a few
ways:-

The Press Release:
The next
time you clock up a really good
distance flight and you want the
world to know about it or perhaps you're going for a record,
sit down and write a page (just
the way you would like to read
it in the paper) and send it to
all media outlets. The important details are:- when (accurate
to the time of the day), where
and what the existing record is
The problem we face is one of and who holds it. Be your own
acceptance.
People find
the P.R. person - write heaps about
SKYSAILOR
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yourself and your
aspirations.
Write it in the 3rd. person - and
get a friend or club P.R. officer
to sign it so it doesn't sound
like you're wankin, which you
are. Send good black and white
pictures (a range of them, of
you with your glider and please
make them 35 mm. good quality
not "box brownie specials".
If
you're sending your story to
country newspapers send 5 x 8
or 6 x 10 size pictures. Hardly
any of the country presses have
reduction
machines,
so
the
chances are high of scoring a
full page.
Write the press release just like the story to go
with the picture and, 9 times
out of 10, the lazy little coffee
swilling, Wind field smoking bludger of a ribbon puncher at the
newspaper will sign his name to
it and print it as it is.
Even if they don't turn up for
the attempt write another one
after the event.
Chances are
that the news editor will remember your 1st press release and
if it's a light-on newsday he'll
run it. Even if you fail, write
a big blurb on how a champion
Hang Glider pilot like yourself
never gives up the Challenge.
Brings tears to your trousers
But it does work
doesn't it?
Most importantly
believe me!

never ever talk to the media or
anyone for that matter on a
crash site. If you are asked for
an opinion,
use that famous
catch
phrase
"no
comment".
This is for legal reasons. Leave
the press statements to your
club P.R. officer or President.
I can almost hear the throngs of
sighs from pilots crying "wanker"
but if those people could please
take the time to stand aside
from
self
righteousness
long
enough to understand the issue,
they would see how necessary
self-promotion is.
If we ever
want
to
soar
to
unlimited
heights legally and enjoy the
respect of J oe Average instead
of his ridicule we will have to
learn to play the media game.
The next time a spectator on a
hilltop asks "How come you can
stay up there so long?", don't
treat him like a dill. Take the
time to explain the glider. Let
him help you put it together and
give him a quick lesson on the
theory of flight and you will
have just made an investment in
your sport. The next time one
of his friends says "Those Hang
Glider bastards are crazy", you
will have a case defender. Even
in the age of "Star Wars" word
of mouth is still the best advertising.

Gr ant in a GTR 148 a t Spi on Kop , Vic .
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TO
MOUNT BUFFA lO.
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Mount
'Buffalo

flight without a hang glider
(F.W.A,H.G.) dates back as early
as the Icarus days, but hasn't
been feasable until recently with
the introduction of expendable
company equipment.

VHGA

NEWS. VIEWS & STUFF

VICTORIAN ENTERPRISE
WINGS CO-SPONSORS VICTEAM T-SHIRTS
In an attempt to encourage some
sort of team spirit (which has
been non existant i'n the past)
Harry
Summons,
Melbourne's
Enterprise Wings' dealer has contributed generously towards the
cost of the Team Victoria TShirts. If you would like to test
fly a FOIL or just inquire about
any Enterprise Wing products contact Harry on 898 6467 (a.h.)
KEEPING UP WITH YOU ...
In order to create new competition in the Australian Hang Gliding market, and in doing so hopefully dropping the cost of Hang
Gliders, Harry Summons, over a
period of five months has been
developing and testing a new concept in free flight designs.

After months of testing and
ground handling at various sites
throughout Victoria, Harry was
satisfied that the machine was
ready for its maiden flight.
On the way to Flinders Monument Harry was really putting
the machine through its paces,
making full use of its accesories
such as its Climate control, power assisted landing mode, and
automatic launch mode. Pleased
with its performance Harry had
only one chore to complete besetting
the
Automatic
fore
Launch mode, Climate control to
windy/warm setting and the power assisted landing mode.
Arriving at Flinders, Harry was
surprised to see the sky devoid
of any hang gliders, fearing that
the conditions weren't spot-on
and that the .maiden flight of
the F.W.A.G.C.O.M.M.O.D.O.R.E.
would be postponed Harry leaped
out of his machine and ran hastily towards launch.
As if the
weight of the D.O.A. bureaucracy had been lifted off his

shoulders he was relieved to find
a stiff 30 knt. E.S. Easterly
blowing up the face.
With a deep sigh of relief he
turned slowly to head back to
his machine, looking up slightly
he saw months of work moving,
with all the grace of Myles
Knot, towards the edge of the
cliff, his heart skipped, his head
felt dizzy. Dizzy slapped him
back into reality and he remebered
he
had
left
his
F.W.A.G.C.O.M.M.O.O.O.R.E.
in
ground handling mode. In horror
he watched his machine glide
quietly and gracefully over the
edge and disappear.
As it was set for ground handling, the Climate control, so
important for safe flight, and
the power assisted landing mode
were inoperative, and several seconds after disappearing Harry
heard what so many pilots hear
on a still day, OH SHIT! as the
differential
of
his
company
Commodore broke the tailshaft
in half and proceeded to destroy
the gearbox, which had already
gone through the radiator. And
as
the rear seat followed the
front seats through a hole where
the tinted windscreen had once
lived, Harry had visions of unemployment drifting through his
brain ....... something Myles Knot
dreams of.

Harry felt that in order to compete with the Keel pocketless
glider of Enterprise Wings, the
compensator and performance of
the GTR and all the other original inventions around the world,
Harry felt he had something
much better.
His concept was fairly straight
forward,
"keep
hang
gliding
simple", get rid of . those glider
storage and transport problems,
set
up
problems,
pre-flight
hassles and launch hassles, not
to mention the broken upright
landing hassles, yet is was with
all these in mind that Harry
came up with his F.W.A.H.G.
concept.
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FIRST TOW
By Gary Hickson
After reading the Editor's note
stating that if nobody sent in
any contributions we would have
a rerun of the minutes of the
last V.H.G.A. committee meeting I though I might put pen to
paper and write of my first towing experience.
A
competition-come-fly-in
being held at Buangor on
four days 2 - 5 November,
The weather turned rainy on
Monday.
Hanging around
pub till about two o'clock
got a report back from
Nevis virtually eliminating
chance of flying.

was
the
'85.
the
the
we
Ben
any

Ian Rees, Mark and Tony Dennis
then decided to go down to the
towing strip south of Buangor
and asked me if I would like to
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have a go. I was
fore
you
Superasiadiabatic
I'd thought about
while , but never
tunity, so I wasn't
up this chance.

in the car becould
say
stall
rate.
towing for a
had the opporgoing to pass

The car was nearing the end 0
the paddock, so I called Oul
"stop", pulled in a little and reo
leased. I had 1,000' and the ail
was silky smooth, it was great
having so much air just to cruiSE
around in without trying to makE
it to somewhere.
After flying
Arriving at the strip we set up around all over the paddock 1
the gliders.
Between the boys landed next to my car and they
I got all the instructions - At suggested I go again. Oh well,
least my head was nodding so I I suppose somebody's got to do
suppose they figured I was all it.
clued up.
This time I got to 1,200' with
another
really
smooth
flight,
Ian towed up first, it looked landing next to the car again.
great, I couldn't believe the rate The boys had a few more tows
of climb. I was next, we hook- up each and then we called it
ed up my E.F.6 and gave the a day. So to anyone contemplatgo-go-go.
After
about
four ing towing, have a go, it's a
quick steps I was airborne. Wow, great experience with a lot of
the ground was falling away at potential.
Thanks
again
Ian,
a great rate of knots. After Mark and Tony for the opportunclimbing into prone
glanced ity and instructions.
across at the altimeter - 800'
and rising - what a life. Mean- Gary Hickson.
while
the
vario
was having
orgasms.

LOST:
Blue helmet.
H4 rating sticker,
bership number 14432.

nsw

mem-

Ball 651 vario/altimeter.
Left under
jacket in bottom landing area at Stanwell on Tuesday, 7th. January, 1986.

SKYTREK SABRE 166 (P.R.4)
Surf cote sail, speed bar and V.B.
Red
L/E, Blue mainsail, yellow D/S, two
spare downtubes.
Low hours, Glider in
very good condition.
Must sell, going
O/S.

Phone: Martyn (02) 542 3205 (work)
(02) 543 6227 (home)

ar:t
THE WORKS!
+ 'CHUTE

$1,400 or near offer

155 FOIL (P.R.4) + HARNESS

Phone: Phil (042) 28 7287 after 5 p.m.
SWIFT 170 (P.R.3)
Excellent condition. Flies well.
$900.00 O.N.O.

Red L/E and Rainbow U/S with speed bar
and airofoil KP + Moyes backpack harness (5'8"). Both two months' old and
in immaculate condition. Plus PA chute
(unused) and helmet. All together $2,000.00

Phone: Perry (048) 61 2210
(03) 3631524

Pilot earthbound.

GTR 162 VG (P.R.4)

Phone: (062) 54 8341
(062) 46 4741

Speed bar, fa ired kinpost.
Blue leading edge, yellow, tequila, white.
$1,800 O.N.O.
Phone: John Salmon (02) 810 3011

MOYES GT 170 (P.R.3)
Red leading edge and under surface,
white sail. Low hours, good condition.
$1,200.00
Phone: Barry Weatherburn
(062) 97 6095 (home)
(062) 63 2794 (work)

GTR 162 VG (P.R.4) ·
Surfcote sandwich trailing edge, racing
wires, faired uprights and kingpost.
Orange leading edge, pink and white
mainsail.
One year old.
Excellent
condition.
$1,500
PLUS

sa
PROS TAR II 160 (P.R.3)
White with red double surface and leading edge; white star.

COCOON HARNESS
Advanced Air, Ballast
containers. Red.
$120.00

(h)
(w)

and

parachute

Phone: Glen Connor (042) 94 2440 (h)
(02) 500 4814 (w)
MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)
Excellent condition. Dark blue leading
edge and keel.
Mylar inserts. A.S.I.,
Cocoon
harness,
hand
fairings
and
helmet.
$1,350.00
Phone: Tony Bird (02) 669 3471 (work)
(02) 868 3450 (home)

PROS TAR II 130 (P.R.3)
White with Pacific Blue double surface
and leading edge;
white star with
rainbow trail.
Both only 2 and half years old, one
owner, enclosed cross-bar, good speed
range,
excellent,
predictable handling.
Good
condition,
U.S.H.G.M.A.
certified.
$800.00 each or best offer
Batten profile,
owner's
spare uprights included.

manual

and

Phone: Sue or Colin Hansen
(08) 276 8593
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WANTED:

PA DELUXE COCOON HARNESS

to suit 6'2"
pilot.
Mower on (08) 298 7837

Contact

Andy

SABRE 177's &155 (P.R.4), FOILS (P.R.4;
SKYLANDS ATTAIR 165 (P.R.1)
White and yellow with burgundy leading
edge, single surface glider. An excellent first glider, two years' old and
one owner, in great condition.
$1,000 O.N.O.
Phone: Noel (03) 61001 (Ex ... 2294)
(03) 29 3466 (a.h.)

PROBES ( P.R.3),

GY~'s

and MARS's (P.R.

Wide range to choose from, Various
VARIO's
Forrest (02 ) 450 2186.

(bus)

MOYES MEGA II 170 (P.R.1)

fvlARS 170 (p • R. 1 )

White mainsail, orange and brown wing
tips.
Swive X-Bar.
Owner's manual,
batten pattern, spare upright, apron
harness,
size 6 helmet.
Everything
for those early months.
$650.00 Neg.

Good condition. Test fly Forresters

Phone: Steve (03) 561 2934

$1 lOa

Beach.
COCOON HARNESS

Suit pilot 5'7" - $1 00 .
Gary (043) 846556.

ULTRALIGHT FLIGHT SYSTEMS' TRIKE PLUS
SWIFT 170 PLUS BULLET BACK-UP 'CHUTE
powered by Robin 250 engine.
Definitely Car-Top portable.
Very good condition. Test flights welcome.
$2,700 O.N.O.
Phone: Stephen (03) 728 2778 (a.h.)
COCOON HARNESS P.A.
Good condition.
$90.00
Phone: Don Rottman (03) 25 5234
WANTED:
E.F.5 RIGID WING
I am looking for a good example of
it's type.
It must be in a tidy condi tion and fly well.
Please send the
following information.
Colour Photo,
Date of construction, Professional or
Amateur Built,
Wing Are a,
Anything
els e you wight like to tell me.
John Stewart,
P.O. Box 130,
Whangaparaoa,
Auckland.
NEW ZEALAND.
Ph. N.Z. 0942-48608
after 6 p.m. N.Z. time
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